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Syd Bone - Proustian Interview
Portraits of Australian Artists by Sonia Payes

From the Inside
The recent disaster in Minneapolis, where an
eight lane bridge over the Mississippi river
collapsed, was a catastrophic reminder of
the potential perils surrounding the worlds
aging infrastructure. As a civil engineer
(my degree at the University of New South
Wales combined a good deal of physics with
philosophy) I know that many simple devices
don’t age - they function well until a critical
component fails then the whole thing dies
instantly.
Power plants, buildings, bridges survive
and function despite having thousands of different components because engineers design
them with multiple layers of redundancy and
backup systems. The backups may not be as
efficient as the original components but they
do allow the machine to keep going while
damage accumulates. But the time comes

when just one more defect is enough to
impair the whole, resulting in the condition
known as “frailty”. The same falling
apart happens to us, that’s why I am
convinced that an engineer, must have had
a hand in the design of humans since
we are provided with several redundant
parts and even some backup systems - an
extra kidney, an extra lung, an extra gonad,
and extra teeth . He even designed a repair
system for DNA. But like infrastructure, we
humans eventually get to the stage where
there are no more backups. We wear down
until we can’t wear down any more.
With a population of just over 21 million, Australia spends $16 billion a year on
science ( the US spends $360 billion a year).
It seems we are having a problem attracting
our brightest students into science. I have just

finished reading America’s Pulitzer Prize winner Natalie Angier’s “The Canon - A Whirligig
Tour of the Beautiful Basics of Science”. It is
the author’s idea of the minimum required
scientific knowledge of an educated person.
I was drawn to this book when I heard an
Australian politician argue that hydrogen can
replace fossil fuels as our nation’s energy
source. I understand that hydrogen fuel takes
more energy to release than it produces.
This book helps us understand the great
issues of our time, from stem cells and bird
flu to evolution and global warming. “The
Canon” is an excellent introduction to the
beautiful basics of science, and I hope it is
widely read.
Cheers Peter

From the Editor’s desk
Conrad Black, the millionaire with the billionaire lifestyle who always got what he
wanted, has probably got what he didn’t
want - jail. He has been convicted of looting
millions of pounds from his Hollinger empire
by embezzling funds from shareholders. The
prosecutors are pushing for 15 to 20 years,
but lawyers have suggested that he will probably end up serving 5 years. His biography
by Tom Bower makes fascinating reading. It
is reviewed on Page 10.
Much of the Spring Edition has a Dolce
Vita theme – design and culture from Italy
- from the front cover of Dolce & Gabbana
fashion to a boutique hotel in Rome, kayaking in Venice, to our own corner of Italy, The
Italian Restaurant in Malthouse Lane! And a
recipe for the famous Italian cocktail – Bellini. Fashion also comes to the fore with an
interesting article about fashion in the interior design field, Spring Racing fashion with
Harrolds, Dolce & Gabbana from Ipanema
and the latest fads and fashions in Spring
culture and design.
We again have some great prizes on our
Competitions Page from Terra Rossa Restaurant and Bar, Lexus of Brighton and the Collins Street Precinct. Terra Rossa is the latest
addition to the restaurant scene in our part
of town and offers an eclectic menu – and
even takeaway breakfast. Lexus of Brighton
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have some great deals when purchasing a
Lexus from them including wash-for-life and
added extras when visiting the Victorian Arts
Centre. Read more about them on page 8.
The Alliance Francaise has been in
Melbourne since 1890 and have recently
moved into their new home, an Italianate
mansion in Grey Street, St. Kilda. They had
an impressive opening party full of French
panache. On a sad note, the photographer,
Wolfgang Sievers, who was featured in the
last edition of the 101 Quarterly, has died at
the age of 93. A celebration of his life was
held at the Beaumaris Yacht club – Wolfgang
was an ardent paddler on the bay in his
outrigger canoe.
Syd Bone from Victorian Funds Management Corporation is the brave subject of
this edition’s Proustian interview. Another
milestone for 101 was the inaugural CEO
Luncheon which was a great success. You
can read about it in the Social Pages.
Books are well-represented in this
edition, with the Conrad Black biography
already mentioned, Bruce Beresford’s diary
– a fascinating insight into the film world
– and a new art book which would be an
impressive addition to any collection. Sonia
Payes “Untitled – Portraits of Australian Artists” features portraits of 60 Australian artists
from all walks of life and art, their work and
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their environment. It would make a wonderful gift particularly for overseas visitors. See
a sample of it on page 17. Another great gift
(if you are not lucky enough to win our competition) is the coffee table book about our
own street “Collins – The Story of Australia’s
Premier Street” by Judith Buckrich.
Koko Black again feature in this edition
with their beautiful chocolates which can
now be bought very close to 101 from their
new store in Collins Street.
Amicalement Alison
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The Artisan's Touch
Mass production is out – the artisan’s touch is in,
reports Jenny Brown

T

he fashion industry, that determines
what we are putting on our backs, is
increasingly influencing the furnishing industry, the fashion with which
we dress our house interiors, and
increasingly, our outdoor living areas. Yet
fashion is fickle which creates a problem for
the slower turning wheels of furnishing and
interiors. So how, by following the lead of
fashion, does the interior design scene keep
abreast of evolving public tastes and create
the goods that the market will actually put
down their credit cards to purchase?
At a recent forum hosted by the Melbourne Design Festival and entitled “Fashion
Seasons No More”, clothing retailer Stephen
McGlashan from the haute Eastern Market
clothing atelier talked of what he has seen
during a recent buying trip to Paris. The broad
trends he detected can be summed up in a
string of words: vintage; handmade; small
runs (therefore some uniqueness or exclusivity); lighter fabrics but more layers; good key
pieces; a display of artisan skills; evidence of
recycling in quirky clothing elements.
Neville Findlay from the New Zealand
fashion house, Zambezi, said what is happening is a result of the marketplace’s hatred
“of the inbuilt disposability of fashion.”
Fashion - nothing if not reactionary - is reacting against all those mass-produced and
seasonably disposable cheap pieces from
China. A black-clad Mr McGlashan said we
have “tired of the cycles of fashion that are
driven by over-consumption”. A black-clad
Neville Findlay said “the individual is now
the stylist”. And the leading proponents are
now displaying a greater tendency to create a “sustainable wardrobe” built on “key”
(therefore expensive, classic and keepable)
pieces “that don’t have a finite life at the end
of a season.”
To this they add something old (vintage
fabrics, recycled garments), something new
(an example is fascinating new vinyls that
are either metallic or that can change colour with body temperature), and something
ephemeral on the edges, that is frivolous and
therefore about disposability.
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Trends include the
resurgence of wallpaper
like the Oriental Garden
Collection .

Translating these trends to homewares
means that the neutral palette that has
prevailed since the mid 1990s, pretty well
stays put in the form of key pieces such as
the costly sofas, rugs, floor tiles and stone
benches.
The new is exemplified by the interiors
trend towards metallic or shiny finishes, appearing in curtaining, wallpapers and paints.
At the recent Furnitex “Trend Forecasting”
Seminar, Lucy Sutherland from Porter’s
Paints, also used a string of words to sum
up what she sees: translucency; reflectivity;
glass; finishes that are opalescent or threedimensional; soft, shimmery, almost liquid
colours; lilacs, smokey greys, pearlescence
and silver ice.
Maree Howley, of the Melbourne interiors firm Beautiful Room, alluded to
the trends towards “patina” and “vintage”
when she talked about the extraordinary
resurgence of wallpaper, “though not for
entire rooms”. This direction has old manufacturing firms combing back through their
archives and, in the case of some, reusing
19th century hand-carved printing blocks.
“Things of age are being brought through
into today’s fabrics and wallpapers. There is
a real resurgence of florals, brocades, and
large over scaled patterns that take us back
to the good life.”
As Stephen McGlashan had hinted of
fashion, the hand of the artisan is again becoming very important in homewares. Bree

Leech of Godfrey Hirst Carpets, says ”hand
made and home made and even the odd
inherent imperfection is important, carpets
and rugs are beginning to take on a craft
look”. She showed one slide of a carpet that
appeared to have been knitted in good old
plain and purl. She showed other slides of
crochet-like table ware and even a chain wire
external fence that appeared to have a floral
crochet pattern embedded into it.
Florals, as Maree Howley noted, are back,
but as yet, show up quite subtly. We were
shown an Italian-manufactured vanity basin
inscribed with a leaf pattern in porcelain, and
many floaty curtains, laser cut into leaves
and petals that would shift and shimmer with
every breeze. Curtains are floaty and metallic
and floral. Twig-like, metallically shiny lighting fixtures reveal the hand of craftsmanship
and allude to the patterning of the natural
world which is apparently becoming a universal hunger. Butterflies, dragonflies, flowers and snowflakes are part of the emerging
natural-world pattern theme.
Otherwise, feature lights can be chandeliers. “Contemporary lighting is being
designed,” says Mareee Howley, ”out of old
traditional pieces.” Drops from old chandeliers are being recycled into new lighting.
Lighting is now the fashionable forefront of
interior design. Says Lucy Sutherland, lighting “is now about objects of beauty. About
fun, playfulness, whimsy and beautiful
materials.”

AFL FINALS.
SPRING RACING.
CUP WEEK.
CHRISTMAS.
THE ITALIAN.
Need we say more? Bookings essential.

2 Malthouse Lane, Melbourne Telephone 03 9654 9499

www.theitalian.com.au
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Wolfgang Sievers
1913 – 2007

Ian McKenzie

From top left
clockwise: David
Zuker and Wolfgang
Sievers
Eleanor Cole
Kurt Esser Chair The
Justice Project
Joyce Evans

hotographer Wolfgang Sievers, whose photo French
Models in Collins Street featured on the front cover of
the last edition of the 101 Quarterly, has recently died at
the age of 93.
At his wake in Beaumaris to celebrate his eventful life
Barry Jones described Wolfgang as having produced “more
iconic images than any other Australian photographer”. He
was a familiar figure on the bay in his outrigger canoe. His
daughter, Karin, said “I like to think of him in his outrigger
canoe paddling off into the horizon”.
As we noted in the last magazine Wolfgang donated several hundred of his photographs, worth up to $1 million, to raise money for
justice and civil liberties. His close friend, human rights activist, Julian
Burnside Q.C. said of Wolfgang “He was very happy to know that his
photographs were out there actively achieving the goals that he had
actively practised all of his life”.
When we saw Wolfgang at Nellie Castan’s Gallery at his last exhibition looking a little frail but still feisty, he said “I have had a fantastic
life”. What more can one ask.

John Hoerner

“Combatant pour la dignité de l'homme”

The new building of the
Alliance Francaise in
Grey Street, St.Kilda .

The Alliance Francaise
– “Little Versailles”
he Alliance Francaise has a new home – a Victorian Italianate mansion in St
Kilda which was officially opened on Bastille Day. The Alliance Francaise
de Melbourne was founded in 1890 by French artist, Berthe Mouchette, and
its aim is to encourage and promote active, open connections between people
in Victoria and the French language and culture. It enjoys the patronage and
support of the French Embassy in Canberra and each year organizes major
cultural events, such as the French Film Festival.
Since 1986 the Alliance has been housed in a humble Edwardian house in
Robe Street, St. Kilda. Now it occupies Eildon Mansion on Grey Street. The mansion was
built in 1850 and is one of St. Kilda’s oldest houses. It has been a grand home, a guest house
and backpackers accommodation before being purchased by the Alliance and returned to
its former glory.
The French Ambassador, Francois Descoueyte, and the Arts Minister Lynne Kosky
opened the new building in front of an invited audience who were treated to chamber
music, a French DJ and circus performers – and French champagne! The 1870s ballroom
is now a Gallery with bay windows, polished floorboards and a marble fireplace. There
are also libraries for adults and children, language rooms, a theatrette for music and film
nights and a wine cellar. A central room is also being designed as a café. The Director of
the Alliance, Edouard Mornaud, plans to have fashions shows, cooking classes and artistic
collaborations.
For more details of the Alliance courses check out www.afmelbourne.asn.au
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Dr Elizabeth Presa, Director, Centre
of Ideas, RMIT, Caroline Williams
Mora, Georges Mora Foundation and
Anne Bisson, Cooperation and Cultural
Counsellor, French Embassy
John
Hoerner,
Alison
Waters and
Peter Polites

Warren Fagan, President of the AF
Committee, Francoise Libotte and Director
of the Alliance, Edouard Mornaud
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The Famous
Italian Bellini

Leonardo’s Pushbike
A bicycle 517 years in the making? The sixteenth century
genius Leonardo Da Vinci inspired this creation. His
original mind-boggling sketches of the first Continuously
Variable Transmission (CVT) used a spiral shaped
cog to achieve the goal of perfectly smooth gear ratio
alteration. NuVinci’s CVP transmission uses tilting balls
to achieve a similar effect. It is a simple, silent, effective
and extremely intuitive system for the rider, as easy as
turning up the volume on a radio. It’s a little heavier
than other systems but unless you are into serious
racing competitions this should not be a problem. More
details at www.gizmag.com.au

A true Bellini is made with the
nectar of white peaches and
Italian sparkling wine. Harry’s
Bar in Venice is famous for far
more than just its Bellini recipe.
This well- known haunt of
Ernest Hemingway and Orson
Welles was opened in 1931.
In 1948 Giuseppi Cipriani created the Bellini which was reportedly inspired
by the 15th-century Venetian painter Giovanni Bellini. He experimented by
puréeing small white peaches and adding some prosecco. Those who tested
this new concoction gave it rave reviews.
The original Bellini recipe from Claudio Ponzio, head barman at
Harry’s Bar for over 30 years.
One third fresh peach juice and two thirds chilled Prosecco
sparkling wine.
Make sure to pour the peach juice into the glass first.
It’s that easy. Or you can go to The Italian Bar and Restaurant
and have them make one for you!

La Dolce Vita
Float your Boat

Venice Film
Festival
Entrant

You can paddle anywhere in the world,
even on the canals of Venice, with a
new range of ingenious folding kayaks.
Pack the Wisper by Feathercraft into
its own backpack and off you go! The
Wisper costs $3450. See their range at
www.feathercraft.com

Le Bambole ‘07
Le Bambole ’07 designed by Mario Bellini in the early 70s has become a furniture icon
and appears in many furniture museums throughout Europe and America. The reason
it is part of design history is because of its bold experimentation. The foam upholstery
of this soft seating system embraces the
body and in the 21st century is very suitable
to the freer, more casual, family lifestyle.
Space Furniture www.spacefurniture.com.au

I’m Not There is a
biographical film
reflecting the life
of musician Bob
Dylan. The iconic
singer-songwriter will be depicted through six
distinct stages of his life by six different actors
including Heath Ledger, Richard Gere and Cate
Blanchett. It was co-written and directed by
Todd Haynes. It will premiere at the 64th Venice
Film Festival (August 29 to September 8, 2007)
and will be in competition for the Golden Lion
award.

Boutique Hotel in Rome
The Ferragamo name is famous for Italian fashion
but more recently it has become well-known for
boutique hotels. The Ferragamo family already have
four hotels in Florence including the Hotel Lungarno,
and a private villa and Renaissance palazzo. Now
they have opened a tiny 14 suite town-house hotel
near the Spanish Steps called Portrait Suites. It is
situated above their menswear store on the corner
of Via Condotti. There is no hotel lobby, just a salon
with a small bar, and a roof terrace with wonderful
views over Rome. This personalized hotel is a great
addition to the accommodation scene of Rome.
www.lungamohotels.com
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Portraits of Australian Artists
by Sonia Payes
ourageous is the perfect word to describe
Sonia Payes and her decision to produce
“Untitled. Portraits of Australian Artists”.
Fortunately for the art world, she did not realize what it meant to embark on this nearly
three year project without a publisher. Finally,
last year she contacted publishers, Macmillan,
who enthusiastically agreed to publish having
seen samples of her studio photographs.
In her book, she explores the personality
and creative output of 60 artists through her
own photographic portraits, examples of their
work and biographical text. Her personal brief
was to present a cross-section of traditional
and contemporary Australian artists, male
and female, indigenous and non-indigenous,
urban and rural.
The project consisted of narrowing down
hundreds of artists to the final 60 and finding
authors to write the short biographies. The
final choice includes such artists as Jeffrey
Smart, John Olsen, Ann Thomson and John
Mawurndjul, and authors such as Edmund
Capon, David Malouf and Professor Chris

Wallace-Crabbe. As well as the portraits, Sonia
has photographed each artist in their home or
studio setting giving a very personal context
to the photographs.
The resulting 400 page large-format book
was launched in July at the National Gallery
of Victoria by Dr Gerard Vaughan before an
audience of artists and art world identities.
The book is a grand statement about Australia’s vibrant visual arts scene and its creative, and sometimes quirky, individuals. It is
certain to generate a better understanding of
the importance of ‘the studio’ and how artists
integrate their lives and work.
This coffee table book is available at
The National Gallery of Victoria and leading bookshops in Melbourne and makes an
ideal corporate gift, particularly for overseas
colleagues.
The recommended retail price is $150
Macmillan Art Publishing 2007. Photos and
book can be purchased Charles Nodrum
Gallery 267 Church St Richmond Vic
03 94270140

From top left clockwise:
Rick Amor looking into his studio
Graeme Drendel in his studio
John Mawurndjul
John Wolseley in his outback studio
Mary Moore in her studio
All portraits courtesy of the artist Sonia
Payes and Charles Nodrum Gallery
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The place of meditation and
appreciation for our tenants
9 OCTOBER - 3 NOVEMBER 2007
GLASSHOUSE MOUNTAINS AND BEYOND
ANNE MARIE GRAHAM

ANNE MARIE
GRAHAM
Pandanus and
Red Berries
(Glasshouse
Mountains
Series I),
2006,
oil on linen,
63 x 84cm

Painting
The Glasshouse Mountain region is a landscape perfectly
suited to Anne Marie Graham’s technique, honed over seventy
years of continued practice, and which has now entered
a remarkable phase of certainty since the turn of the new
millennium. Her colour and insight has become, if anything,
more audacious, as seen in the blue and purple palette of
Aerial View, a brooding, cloud-swathed vision of the otherwise
sunny locale. Glasshouse Mountains and Beyond is a glorious
suite of paintings which celebrates Anne Marie Graham’s joi de
vivre, and where her perpetual fascination with nature and its
myriad forms is manifestly evident’. Andrew Gaynor 2007.
Anne Marie Graham successfully humanises the landscape
– her farmlands with rolling hills, sunsets, bird sanctuaries,
orchids and tropical mountains are ‘distilled’ into their essence,
imbued with a distinctly subdued atmosphere, through careful
colouration, harmonious composition and meticulous detailing.
Each work is an infectious optimistic view, evoking the
mystery and fragility of Australia’s rich environment.

ANNE MARIE
GRAHAM
Mixed Farm
(Glasshouse
Mountains
Series VI),
2007,
56 x 81cm

COLIN BATROUNEY Fig. 3.
I will show you FEAR IN A
HANDFUL OF dust., 2007,
Giclee print on
Hannemhule rag, ed. 10,
95 x 75cm.

6 – 24 NOVEMBER
COLIN BATROUNEY
HISTORICAL FICTION
Photography & Drawing
‘The works reference another time in our history when we
were concerned with borders, ownership, demarcation and
security; the 18th and 19th centuries of colonial expansion.
Using ideas borrowed from topographical drawing and
botanical illustration my work describes a ‘new world’ at the
moment when it ceases to exist, encrypted in images and
illustrations. This work extends the notion put forward by
Susan Sontag in her seminal essay On Photography that:
To photograph is to appropriate the thing photographed. It
means putting oneself into a certain relation to the world
that feels like knowledge—and, therefore, like power.
Apart from providing a visual record, 18th and 19th century
illustrations from new worlds were read as inventories of
acquisition and ownership, captioned in the universally
recognised dead language of Latin.
The works are captioned with lines from TS Eliot’s 20th
century masterpiece, The Waste Land. Lines from the poem
are juxtaposed with images of dead leaves, twigs, shells and
seeds to set up a disjunctive tension between what is read
and what is seen.’ Colin Batrouney 2007.

GALLERY 101
Ground Level,
101 Collins Street, Vic 3000
Telephone: (03) 9654 6886
Facsimile: (03) 9663 0562

COLIN BATROUNEY
Fig. 23. Of thunder of
spring ever DISTANT
mountains., 2007,
Giclee print on
Hannemhule rag, ed.
10, 95 x 75cm.

Tuesday - Friday 10am - 5pm;
Saturday 12 - 4pm.
arts@gallery101.com.au
Dianna Gold - Director
The 101 Quarterly
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